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COSMOLOGYCOSMOLOGY

Where Did I Come From?Where Did I Come From?

Why Am I Here?Why Am I Here?

Where Am I GoingWhere Am I Going?

COSMOLOGYCOSMOLOGY

Our Purpose  Our Purpose  

To To knowknow the Creatorthe Creator

To To obeyobey the Creatorthe Creator

To To bring glorybring glory to the Creatorto the Creator

““Everyone who is called by My name, And Everyone who is called by My name, And 
whom I have created for My glory, Whom I whom I have created for My glory, Whom I 
have formed, even whom I have made."   have formed, even whom I have made."   

Isaiah 43:7Isaiah 43:7

Six Day Creation?Six Day Creation?
oror

Billions of Years of Evolution?Billions of Years of Evolution?
oror

Billions of Years of Creation?Billions of Years of Creation?

Our OriginOur Origin

““The serpent of old who is called The serpent of old who is called 
the devil and Satan, who deceives the devil and Satan, who deceives 
the whole world...the whole world...”” Revelation 12:9Revelation 12:9
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““We are destroying We are destroying speculationsspeculations and and 
every lofty thing raised up against the every lofty thing raised up against the 
knowledge of Godknowledge of God…”…” 2 Corinthians 10:32 Corinthians 10:3

Our Mission  Our Mission  
Irreducible ComplexityIrreducible Complexity

Destroying the First Speculation Destroying the First Speculation 

Irreducible ComplexityIrreducible Complexity
Destroying the First Speculation Destroying the First Speculation 

EvolutionEvolution
isis

Impossible!Impossible!

Destroying the Second Speculation:Destroying the Second Speculation:
Uniformitarianism Uniformitarianism 

Destroying the Second Speculation:Destroying the Second Speculation:
Uniformitarianism Uniformitarianism 

Evidence indicatesEvidence indicates
Catastrophism!Catastrophism!

Destroying the Third Speculation:Destroying the Third Speculation:
The Fossil RecordThe Fossil Record
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Destroying the Third Speculation:Destroying the Third Speculation:
The Fossil RecordThe Fossil Record

Sudden AppearanceSudden Appearance
ofof

Abundant Life!Abundant Life!

Destroying the Third Speculation:Destroying the Third Speculation:
The Fossil RecordThe Fossil Record

"All paleontologists know that the fossil record contains "All paleontologists know that the fossil record contains 
precious little in the way of intermediate forms; transitions precious little in the way of intermediate forms; transitions 
between major groups are characteristically abrupt.between major groups are characteristically abrupt.””

Stephen Jay GouldStephen Jay Gould

Destroying the Fourth Speculation: Destroying the Fourth Speculation: 
Radiometric DatingRadiometric Dating

Based on Assumptions!Based on Assumptions!

Destroying the Fourth Speculation: Destroying the Fourth Speculation: 
Radiometric DatingRadiometric Dating

Destroying the Fifth Speculation:Destroying the Fifth Speculation:
Age of the UniverseAge of the Universe

Destroying the Fifth Speculation:Destroying the Fifth Speculation:
Age of the UniverseAge of the Universe

Inconstant Speed of Inconstant Speed of 
Light!Light!
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Destroying the Fifth Speculation:Destroying the Fifth Speculation:
Age of the UniverseAge of the Universe

Inconstant Speed of Inconstant Speed of 
Light!Light!

Created withCreated with
Apparent Age!Apparent Age!

Destroying the Sixth Speculation:Destroying the Sixth Speculation:
Similarities of the SpeciesSimilarities of the Species

Destroying the Sixth Speculation:Destroying the Sixth Speculation:
Similarities of the SpeciesSimilarities of the Species

Implies Design!Implies Design!

Persuasive ArgumentsPersuasive Arguments
From Science & ReligionFrom Science & Religion

NEANDERTHALNEANDERTHAL

CAVEMENCAVEMEN

HOMINOIDSHOMINOIDS

Hugh RossHugh Ross
AndAnd

Progressive CreationistsProgressive Creationists

““Man is descended from a hairy quadruped, furnished Man is descended from a hairy quadruped, furnished 
with a tail and pointed earswith a tail and pointed ears……and this through a long line and this through a long line 
of diverse forms, either from some reptileof diverse forms, either from some reptile--like, or some like, or some 
amphibianamphibian--like creature, and this again from some fishlike creature, and this again from some fish--
like creature.like creature.””

Charles DarwinCharles Darwin

I. The Origin of ManI. The Origin of Man

““Rewind the tape of events to play evolution out once Rewind the tape of events to play evolution out once 
more, Gould argues, and the odds are against anything more, Gould argues, and the odds are against anything 
like Homo sapiens developing. We're here because we're like Homo sapiens developing. We're here because we're 
here here ---- not because we had to be here.not because we had to be here.””

Stephan Jay GouldStephan Jay Gould

I. The Origin of ManI. The Origin of Man
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A. Man is A. Man is uniqueunique in Godin God’’s creations creation Calendar of Geological EventsCalendar of Geological Events
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Calendar of Geological EventsCalendar of Geological Events

Jan     Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Jan     Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep     Oct     Nov     DecSep     Oct     Nov     Dec

The Big BangThe Big Bang
Jan 1Jan 1stst

5 Billion Years5 Billion Years

First FossilsFirst Fossils
Mid NovemberMid November

600600--700 Million Years700 Million Years

Dinosaurs ExtinctDinosaurs Extinct
Dec 25thDec 25th

72 Million Years72 Million Years

Homo sapiensHomo sapiens
Dec 31Dec 31stst, 11 PM, 11 PM
1 Million Years1 Million Years

Christ BornChrist Born
Dec 31Dec 31stst, 1159:47 PM, 1159:47 PM

2 Thousand Years2 Thousand Years

““Then God said, Then God said, ‘‘Let Us make man in Our image, Let Us make man in Our image, 
according to Our likenessaccording to Our likeness…’”…’”

Genesis 1:26Genesis 1:26

A. Man is A. Man is uniqueunique in Godin God’’s creations creation

““Then the LORD God formed man of dust from the Then the LORD God formed man of dust from the 
ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; 
and man became a living being.and man became a living being.””

Genesis 2:7Genesis 2:7

A. Man is A. Man is uniqueunique in Godin God’’s creations creation

““All flesh is not the same flesh, but there is one flesh of All flesh is not the same flesh, but there is one flesh of 
men, and another flesh of beasts, and another flesh of men, and another flesh of beasts, and another flesh of 
birds, and another of fish.birds, and another of fish.””

1 Corinthians 15:391 Corinthians 15:39

B. Man is B. Man is distinctivedistinctive above all Godabove all God’’s creation s creation 

C. Man was at the C. Man was at the beginningbeginning of Godof God’’s Creation s Creation 

Jesus said "But from the beginning of creation, God Jesus said "But from the beginning of creation, God 
made them male and female.made them male and female.

Mark 10:6Mark 10:6

C. Man was at the C. Man was at the beginningbeginning of Godof God’’s Creation s Creation 
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II. Search for the Missing Link II. Search for the Missing Link II. Search for the II. Search for the MissingMissing Link Link 

!! No No transitionaltransitional fossilsfossils

II. Search for the II. Search for the MissingMissing Link Link 

!! No No transitionaltransitional fossilsfossils

!! Anthropologists are only Anthropologists are only guessingguessing

II. Search for the II. Search for the MissingMissing Link Link 

!! No No transitionaltransitional fossilsfossils

!! Anthropologists are only Anthropologists are only guessingguessing

!! Hoaxes based on Hoaxes based on scant evidencescant evidence

Caveman Hoaxes Caveman Hoaxes 

Piltdown Man, Nebraska Man, Java Man, Peking ManPiltdown Man, Nebraska Man, Java Man, Peking Man;; ““Nearly all anthropologists agree that they were Homo Nearly all anthropologists agree that they were Homo 
sapiens. Mind you, these early definite Homo sapiens did sapiens. Mind you, these early definite Homo sapiens did 
not look completely like modern humans. But they were not look completely like modern humans. But they were 
not different from us either, not even the ones called not different from us either, not even the ones called 
Neanderthals.   Somehow through the years the Neanderthals.   Somehow through the years the 
Neanderthals have become the victims of their cartoon Neanderthals have become the victims of their cartoon 
image, which usually misrepresents them as burly as and image, which usually misrepresents them as burly as and 
more ape than human. Actually, they might go unnoticed more ape than human. Actually, they might go unnoticed 
in a cross section of the world's population today.in a cross section of the world's population today.””

Textbook:Textbook: Anthropology, A Brief IntroductionAnthropology, A Brief Introduction

Neanderthal: The Famous Missing Link Neanderthal: The Famous Missing Link 
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Neanderthal: The Famous Missing Link Neanderthal: The Famous Missing Link Lucy: The Famous Hominoid Lucy: The Famous Hominoid 

““Most notorious has been the widely publicized Most notorious has been the widely publicized 
controversy between Carl controversy between Carl JohansonJohanson and Richard Leakey and Richard Leakey 
as to whether not "Lucy" is man's ancestor. as to whether not "Lucy" is man's ancestor. ““They They 
suggest that in the common view, that these fossils are suggest that in the common view, that these fossils are 
similar to modern man or that on those occasions when similar to modern man or that on those occasions when 
they depart from a similarity to man they resemble the they depart from a similarity to man they resemble the 
African great apes, may be incorrect. Most of the fossil African great apes, may be incorrect. Most of the fossil 
fragments are in fact uniquely different from both man fragments are in fact uniquely different from both man 
and man's nearest living genetic relatives, the and man's nearest living genetic relatives, the 
chimpanzee and gorilla. . To the extent that resemblances chimpanzee and gorilla. . To the extent that resemblances 
exist with living forms, they tend be with the orangutan.exist with living forms, they tend be with the orangutan.””

Charles OxnardCharles Oxnard, University of Chicago Magazine, Winter 1974 , University of Chicago Magazine, Winter 1974 

Lucy: The Famous Hominoid Lucy: The Famous Hominoid Lucy: The Famous Hominoid Lucy: The Famous Hominoid 

““I know that, at least in paleoanthropology, data are still I know that, at least in paleoanthropology, data are still 
so sparse that theory heavily influences interpretations. so sparse that theory heavily influences interpretations. 
Theories have, in the past, clearly reflected current Theories have, in the past, clearly reflected current 
ideologies instead of the actual data.          ideologies instead of the actual data.          

David David PilbeamPilbeam, "Rearranging Our Family Tree," Human Nature, 1978, "Rearranging Our Family Tree," Human Nature, 1978

““There is almost a complete gap in the African fossil There is almost a complete gap in the African fossil 
record between 13.5 million and 5 million years ago. If record between 13.5 million and 5 million years ago. If 
we want to understand the evolutionary links between the we want to understand the evolutionary links between the 
apes of the Miocene and the hominids of Africa, we need apes of the Miocene and the hominids of Africa, we need 
more fossil evidence from the Miocene times in Africa.  more fossil evidence from the Miocene times in Africa.  
But we are not without any knowledge of the transition to But we are not without any knowledge of the transition to 
hominoids.  The molecular biology of the various modern hominoids.  The molecular biology of the various modern 
primates suggests when the last common ancestors of primates suggests when the last common ancestors of 
humans and our closest primate relatives (Chimpanzees) humans and our closest primate relatives (Chimpanzees) 
probably lived.probably lived.””

Anthropology, A Brief IntroductionAnthropology, A Brief Introduction——College TextbookCollege Textbook

The Anthropologists The Anthropologists 

““These estimates depended on the assumptions that the These estimates depended on the assumptions that the 
more similar in chemistry the blood proteins of different more similar in chemistry the blood proteins of different 
primates are (for instance comparing chimps and primates are (for instance comparing chimps and 
humans) the closer those primates are in evolutionary humans) the closer those primates are in evolutionary 
timetime……Theses studies have confirmed the probable Theses studies have confirmed the probable 
recencyrecency of the hominoid divergence from chimps and of the hominoid divergence from chimps and 
gorillas.gorillas.””

Anthropology, A Brief IntroductionAnthropology, A Brief Introduction——College TextbookCollege Textbook

The Anthropologists The Anthropologists 
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““So what does the fossil record tell us about where and So what does the fossil record tell us about where and 
when hominoids first emerged?  Unfortunately, the when hominoids first emerged?  Unfortunately, the 
answer is nothing as yet.  We still do not have any answer is nothing as yet.  We still do not have any 
hominoid fossils in Africa from the end of the Miocene hominoid fossils in Africa from the end of the Miocene ––
the presumed place and time hominoids emerged.  And the presumed place and time hominoids emerged.  And 
definitely hominoid fossils dating from the late Miocene definitely hominoid fossils dating from the late Miocene 
have not been found anywhere else.  So all we know is have not been found anywhere else.  So all we know is 
that primates with undisputedly hominoid characteristics that primates with undisputedly hominoid characteristics 
lived about 4 million years ago in eastern Africa.lived about 4 million years ago in eastern Africa.””

Anthropology, A Brief IntAnthropology, A Brief Introductionroduction——College TextbookCollege Textbook

The Anthropologists The Anthropologists The Anthropologists The Anthropologists 

Robert MartinRobert Martin
Curator of Biological Anthropology Curator of Biological Anthropology 

Field Museum, ChicagoField Museum, Chicago

The Anthropologists The Anthropologists 
““If you go to a paleontologist If you go to a paleontologist 
and ask, and ask, ““When do you think When do you think 
the primates started?the primates started?”” the the 
paleontologist will say, paleontologist will say, 
““Well, the earliest fossil we Well, the earliest fossil we 
can find thatcan find that’’s definitely a s definitely a 
primate is 55 million years primate is 55 million years 
old. So if we add a few old. So if we add a few 
million years as a safety million years as a safety 
margin, we can assume that margin, we can assume that 
primates evolved about 60 primates evolved about 60 
million years ago.million years ago.””Robert MartinRobert Martin

Curator of Biological Anthropology Curator of Biological Anthropology 
Field Museum, ChicagoField Museum, Chicago

The Anthropologists The Anthropologists 
““I was looking at bats, and it I was looking at bats, and it 
occurred to me that when occurred to me that when 
you first find bats 55 million you first find bats 55 million 
years ago, they look just like years ago, they look just like 
modern bats. All their key modern bats. All their key 
characteristics are developed. characteristics are developed. 
And so I suspected that And so I suspected that 
things must go back further things must go back further 
than that, unless you just than that, unless you just 
believe they somehow popped believe they somehow popped 
into existence.  The common into existence.  The common 
ancestor of primates ancestor of primates 
probably appeared about 20 probably appeared about 20 
million years earlier than million years earlier than 
people thought. So itpeople thought. So it’’s closer s closer 
to 85, not 65, million years to 85, not 65, million years 
ago.ago.””

Robert MartinRobert Martin
Curator of Biological Anthropology Curator of Biological Anthropology 

Field Museum, ChicagoField Museum, Chicago

The Anthropologists The Anthropologists The Anthropologists The Anthropologists 
II’’m not sure whether they m not sure whether they 
were actually running were actually running 
around alongside the around alongside the 
dinosaurs. All we can say is dinosaurs. All we can say is 
that they existed at the same that they existed at the same 
time. But they may not time. But they may not 
necessarily have occurred in necessarily have occurred in 
the same areas..the same areas..””

Robert MartinRobert Martin
Curator of Biological Anthropology Curator of Biological Anthropology 

Field Museum, ChicagoField Museum, Chicago
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The Anthropologists The Anthropologists 

Robert MartinRobert Martin
Curator of Biological Anthropology Curator of Biological Anthropology 

Field Museum, ChicagoField Museum, Chicago

““So one is forced to conclude So one is forced to conclude 
that there is no clear cut that there is no clear cut 
scientific picture of human scientific picture of human 
evolution.evolution.””

The Anthropologists The Anthropologists 

““It may never be possible to say what It may never be possible to say what 
evolved into what.evolved into what.”” MeaveMeave Leaky  Leaky  

The Anthropologists The Anthropologists 

““It may never be possible to say what It may never be possible to say what 
evolved into what.evolved into what.”” MeaveMeave Leaky  Leaky  

““I think we are doing a great deal of I think we are doing a great deal of 
guessing.guessing.”” Richard LeakyRichard Leaky

The Anthropologists The Anthropologists 

““It may never be possible to say what It may never be possible to say what 
evolved into what.evolved into what.”” MeaveMeave Leaky  Leaky  

““I think we are doing a great deal of I think we are doing a great deal of 
guessing.guessing.”” Richard LeakyRichard Leaky

““I do not believe it is possible to fit the I do not believe it is possible to fit the 
known hominoid fossils into a reliable known hominoid fossils into a reliable 
pattern.pattern.”” Mary LeakyMary Leaky

The Anthropologists The Anthropologists 

““The earliest known human fossil, KPThe earliest known human fossil, KP--271, is dated 4.5 271, is dated 4.5 
million years ago and it seems to have appeared on the million years ago and it seems to have appeared on the 
scene suddenly without any evolutionary ancestors. scene suddenly without any evolutionary ancestors. 
These bones are identical to humans living todayThese bones are identical to humans living today——no no 
evolution in 4.5 million years!evolution in 4.5 million years!””

The Anthropologists The Anthropologists 

““The earliest known human fossil, KPThe earliest known human fossil, KP--271, is dated 4.5 271, is dated 4.5 
million years ago and it seems to have appeared on the million years ago and it seems to have appeared on the 
scene suddenly without any evolutionary ancestors. scene suddenly without any evolutionary ancestors. 
These bones are identical to humans living todayThese bones are identical to humans living today——no no 
evolution in 4.5 million years!evolution in 4.5 million years!””
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““It was not necessary to start the Torah with the account It was not necessary to start the Torah with the account 
of Genesisof Genesis——Exodus would have sufficed but there it is Exodus would have sufficed but there it is 
right up front!right up front!””

RashiRashi

III. PERSUASIVE ARGUMENTS FROM   III. PERSUASIVE ARGUMENTS FROM   
PROGRESSIVE CREATIONISTPROGRESSIVE CREATIONIST

““The battle line has been drawn over a peripheral point The battle line has been drawn over a peripheral point 
age of the universe and our earth." Misidentifying God or age of the universe and our earth." Misidentifying God or 
His key attributes could destroy the possibility of a His key attributes could destroy the possibility of a 
person's relationship with Him. Misunderstanding God's person's relationship with Him. Misunderstanding God's 
strengths, capacities, and past works can impair the strengths, capacities, and past works can impair the 
success of such a relationship. But misidentifying the success of such a relationship. But misidentifying the 
timing of God's past works in the cosmos has little or no timing of God's past works in the cosmos has little or no 
bearing on that relationship. Nor does it bear upon the bearing on that relationship. Nor does it bear upon the 
Bible's authority. It appears illBible's authority. It appears ill--advised, then, to make an advised, then, to make an 
issue out of such a trivial doctrinal point." issue out of such a trivial doctrinal point." 

Dr. Hugh RossDr. Hugh Ross

III. PERSUASIVE ARGUMENTS FROM   III. PERSUASIVE ARGUMENTS FROM   
PROGRESSIVE CREATIONISTPROGRESSIVE CREATIONIST

Dr. Hugh RossDr. Hugh Ross
!! Hugh N. RossHugh N. Ross----president/founder of Reasons to Believepresident/founder of Reasons to Believe

Dr. Hugh RossDr. Hugh Ross
!! Hugh N. RossHugh N. Ross----president/founder of Reasons to Believepresident/founder of Reasons to Believe
!! Ph. D. in astronomy  Ph. D. in astronomy  

Dr. Hugh RossDr. Hugh Ross
!! Hugh N. RossHugh N. Ross----president/founder of Reasons to Believepresident/founder of Reasons to Believe
!! Ph. D. in astronomy  Ph. D. in astronomy  
!! Minister of Evangelism,  Sierra Madre Congregational ChurchMinister of Evangelism,  Sierra Madre Congregational Church

Dr. Hugh RossDr. Hugh Ross
!! Hugh N. RossHugh N. Ross----president/founder of Reasons to Believepresident/founder of Reasons to Believe
!! Ph. D. in astronomy  Ph. D. in astronomy  
!! Minister of Evangelism,  Sierra Madre Congregational ChurchMinister of Evangelism,  Sierra Madre Congregational Church
!! The Fingerprint of GodThe Fingerprint of God----Best SellerBest Seller’’s Lists List
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Dr. Hugh RossDr. Hugh Ross
!! Hugh N. RossHugh N. Ross----president/founder of Reasons to Believepresident/founder of Reasons to Believe
!! Ph. D. in astronomy  Ph. D. in astronomy  
!! Minister of Evangelism,  Sierra Madre Congregational ChurchMinister of Evangelism,  Sierra Madre Congregational Church
!! The Fingerprint of GodThe Fingerprint of God----Best SellerBest Seller’’s Lists List
!! Based on a Based on a ““literal interpretationliteral interpretation”” of the Bibleof the Bible

Dr. Hugh RossDr. Hugh Ross

““The hypothesis that God increased the complexity of The hypothesis that God increased the complexity of 
life on earth by successive creations of new life forms life on earth by successive creations of new life forms 
over billions of years while miraculously changing the over billions of years while miraculously changing the 
earth accommodate the new life. "earth accommodate the new life. "

Dr. Hugh RossDr. Hugh Ross
!! Teaches a billionsTeaches a billions--ofof--years history beginning with the years history beginning with the Big BangBig Bang. . 

Dr. Hugh RossDr. Hugh Ross
!! Teaches a billionsTeaches a billions--ofof--years history beginning with the Big Bang. years history beginning with the Big Bang. 
!! Adam/Eve created from dust Adam/Eve created from dust afterafter eons of deatheons of death

Dr. Hugh RossDr. Hugh Ross
!! Teaches a billionsTeaches a billions--ofof--years history beginning with the Big Bang. years history beginning with the Big Bang. 
!! Adam/Eve created from dust after eons of deathAdam/Eve created from dust after eons of death
!! Millions of years of major Millions of years of major disasters disasters 

Dr. Hugh RossDr. Hugh Ross
!! Teaches a billionsTeaches a billions--ofof--years history beginning with the Big Bang. years history beginning with the Big Bang. 
!! Adam/Eve created from dust after eons of deathAdam/Eve created from dust after eons of death
!! Millions of years of major disasters  Millions of years of major disasters  
!! The flood of Noah was The flood of Noah was local, not globallocal, not global..
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Dr. Hugh RossDr. Hugh Ross
!! Teaches a billionsTeaches a billions--ofof--years history beginning with the Big Bang. years history beginning with the Big Bang. 
!! Adam/Eve created from dust after eons of deathAdam/Eve created from dust after eons of death
!! Millions of years of major disasters  Millions of years of major disasters  
!! The flood of Noah was local, not global.The flood of Noah was local, not global.
!! Animals frequently became Animals frequently became extinctextinct, never to be seen by man. , never to be seen by man. 

““And God saw all that He had made, and behold, it And God saw all that He had made, and behold, it 
was very good. And there was evening and there was was very good. And there was evening and there was 
morning, the sixth day.morning, the sixth day.””

Genesis 1:31Genesis 1:31

““I testify to everyone who hears the words of the I testify to everyone who hears the words of the 
prophecy of this book: if anyone adds to them, God prophecy of this book: if anyone adds to them, God 
shall add to him the plagues which are written in this shall add to him the plagues which are written in this 
book; and if anyone takes away from the words of the book; and if anyone takes away from the words of the 
book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part 
from the tree of life and from the holy city, which are from the tree of life and from the holy city, which are 
written in this book.written in this book.””

Revelation 22:18Revelation 22:18

““I testify to everyone who hears the words of the I testify to everyone who hears the words of the 
prophecy of this book: if anyone adds to them, God prophecy of this book: if anyone adds to them, God 
shall add to him the plagues which are written in this shall add to him the plagues which are written in this 
book;  and if anyone takes away from the words of the book;  and if anyone takes away from the words of the 
book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part 
from the tree of life and from the holy city, which are from the tree of life and from the holy city, which are 
written in this book.written in this book.””

Revelation 22:18Revelation 22:18

““I testify to everyone who hears the words of the I testify to everyone who hears the words of the 
prophecy of this book: if anyone adds to them, God prophecy of this book: if anyone adds to them, God 
shall add to him the plagues which are written in this shall add to him the plagues which are written in this 
book; and if anyone takes away from the words of the book; and if anyone takes away from the words of the 
book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part 
from the tree of life and from the holy city, which are from the tree of life and from the holy city, which are 
written in this book.written in this book.””

Revelation 22:18Revelation 22:18

““Beware of the false prophets, who come to you in Beware of the false prophets, who come to you in 
sheep's clothing, but inwardly are ravenous wolves.sheep's clothing, but inwardly are ravenous wolves.””

Matthew 7:15Matthew 7:15

A. The Time Warp:  The A. The Time Warp:  The GapGap TheoryTheory

““In the beginning God created the heavens and the In the beginning God created the heavens and the 
earth.earth.””

““The earth was formless and void, and darkness was The earth was formless and void, and darkness was 
over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was 
moving over the surface of the waters.moving over the surface of the waters.””

Genesis 1:1Genesis 1:1--22

A. The Time Warp:  The A. The Time Warp:  The GapGap TheoryTheory
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““In the beginning God created the heavens and the In the beginning God created the heavens and the 
earth.earth.””

He created the mighty beasts and other living things He created the mighty beasts and other living things 
including angelic beings. But Satan rebelled.  Then including angelic beings. But Satan rebelled.  Then 
there was death,  destruction, and lots and lots of time there was death,  destruction, and lots and lots of time 
went by.went by.

““The earth was formless and void, and darkness was The earth was formless and void, and darkness was 
over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was 
moving over the surface of the waters.moving over the surface of the waters.””

Genesis 1:1Genesis 1:1--22

A. The Time Warp:  The Gap TheoryA. The Time Warp:  The Gap Theory

!! The Gap representsThe Gap represents SatanSatan’’s rebellion  s rebellion  

!!

!!

!!

A. The Time Warp:  The Gap TheoryA. The Time Warp:  The Gap Theory

!! The Gap representsThe Gap represents SatanSatan’’s rebellion  s rebellion  

!! Death Death of dinosaursof dinosaurs

!!

!!

A. The Time Warp:  The Gap TheoryA. The Time Warp:  The Gap Theory

““The earth was formless and void, and darkness was The earth was formless and void, and darkness was 
over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was 
moving over the surface of the waters.moving over the surface of the waters.””

Genesis 1:2Genesis 1:2

NIV   Now the earth was formless and empty,  NIV   Now the earth was formless and empty,  

ASV   And the earth was waste and void;  ASV   And the earth was waste and void;  

DBY   And the earth was waste and empty,  DBY   And the earth was waste and empty,  

ESV  The earth was without form and void,  ESV  The earth was without form and void,  

NAB  The earth was a formless wasteland,  NAB  The earth was a formless wasteland,  

NKJ   The earth was without form, and void;  NKJ   The earth was without form, and void;  

NLT  The earth was empty, a formless mass NLT  The earth was empty, a formless mass 
cloaked in darkness;cloaked in darkness;

Genesis 1:2Genesis 1:2

““The earth was formless and void, and darkness was The earth was formless and void, and darkness was 
over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was 
moving over the surface of the waters.moving over the surface of the waters.””

Genesis 1:2Genesis 1:2
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““The earth was formless and void, and darkness was The earth was formless and void, and darkness was 
over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was 
moving over the surface of the waters.moving over the surface of the waters.””

Genesis 1:2Genesis 1:2

““Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host 
of them.  And on the seventh day God ended his work which he of them.  And on the seventh day God ended his work which he 
had made.had made.”” Genesis 2:1 Genesis 2:1 

““Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host 
of them.  And on the seventh day God ended his work which he of them.  And on the seventh day God ended his work which he 
had made.had made.”” Genesis 2:1 Genesis 2:1 

““For in six days the LORD made heaven and earth, the sea, and For in six days the LORD made heaven and earth, the sea, and 
all that in themall that in them…”…” Exodus 20:11Exodus 20:11

““Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host 
of them.  And on the seventh day God ended his work which he of them.  And on the seventh day God ended his work which he 
had made.had made.”” Genesis 2:1 Genesis 2:1 

““For in six days the LORD made heaven and earth, the sea, and For in six days the LORD made heaven and earth, the sea, and 
all that in themall that in them…”…” Exodus 20:11Exodus 20:11

““For thus says the LORD, who created the heavens (He is the For thus says the LORD, who created the heavens (He is the 
God who formed the earth and made it, He established it and did God who formed the earth and made it, He established it and did 
not create it a waste place, But formed it to be inhabited), not create it a waste place, But formed it to be inhabited), ‘‘I am I am 
the LORD, and there is none else.the LORD, and there is none else.’”’” Isaiah 45:18 Isaiah 45:18 

!! The Gap representsThe Gap represents SatanSatan’’s rebellion  s rebellion  

!! Death Death of dinosaursof dinosaurs

!! Fossil record represents theFossil record represents the death and destruction death and destruction 
occurring during the  Gapoccurring during the  Gap——before humansbefore humans

!!

A. The Time Warp:  The Gap TheoryA. The Time Warp:  The Gap Theory

!! The Gap representsThe Gap represents SatanSatan’’s rebellion  s rebellion  

!! Death Death of dinosaursof dinosaurs

!! Fossil record represents theFossil record represents the death and destruction death and destruction 
occurring during the  Gapoccurring during the  Gap——before humansbefore humans

!! Physical death came throughPhysical death came through sinsin

A. The Time Warp:  The Gap TheoryA. The Time Warp:  The Gap Theory
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"From any tree of the garden you may eat freely; but from the "From any tree of the garden you may eat freely; but from the 
tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for intree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in
the day that you eat from it you shall surely die." the day that you eat from it you shall surely die." 

Genesis 2:16Genesis 2:16

"From any tree of the garden you may eat freely; but from the "From any tree of the garden you may eat freely; but from the 
tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for intree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in
the day that you eat from it you shall surely die." the day that you eat from it you shall surely die." 

Genesis 2:16Genesis 2:16

““Therefore, just as through one man sin entered into the world, Therefore, just as through one man sin entered into the world, 
and death through sin, and so death spread to all menand death through sin, and so death spread to all men…… death death 
reigned from Adam until Mosesreigned from Adam until Moses…”…”

Romans 5:12Romans 5:12--1515

"From any tree of the garden you may eat freely; but from the "From any tree of the garden you may eat freely; but from the 
tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for intree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in
the day that you eat from it you shall surely die." the day that you eat from it you shall surely die." 

Genesis 2:16Genesis 2:16

““Therefore, just as through one man sin entered into the world, Therefore, just as through one man sin entered into the world, 
and death through sin, and so death spread to all menand death through sin, and so death spread to all men…… death death 
reigned from Adam until Mosesreigned from Adam until Moses…”…”

Romans 5:12Romans 5:12--1515

““For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, but For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, but 
because of Him who subjected itbecause of Him who subjected it……For we know that the whole For we know that the whole 
creation groans and suffers the pains of childbirth together untcreation groans and suffers the pains of childbirth together until il 
now.now.”” Romans 8:20Romans 8:20--22 22 

"Because you have listened to the voice of your "Because you have listened to the voice of your 
wife, and have eaten from the tree about which I wife, and have eaten from the tree about which I 
commanded you, saying, 'You shall not eat from commanded you, saying, 'You shall not eat from 
it'; Cursed is the ground because of you; In toil you it'; Cursed is the ground because of you; In toil you 
will eat of it All the days of your life. "Both thorns will eat of it All the days of your life. "Both thorns 
and thistles it shall grow for you; And you will eat and thistles it shall grow for you; And you will eat 
the plants of the field;the plants of the field;

Genesis 3:17Genesis 3:17--18 18 

Carnivores?Carnivores?
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“…“…and to every beast of the earth and to every bird of the sky and to every beast of the earth and to every bird of the sky 
and to every thing that moves on the earth which has life, I havand to every thing that moves on the earth which has life, I have e 
given every green plant for food"; and it was so.given every green plant for food"; and it was so.””

Genesis 1:30Genesis 1:30

“…“…and to every beast of the earth and to every bird of the sky and to every beast of the earth and to every bird of the sky 
and to every thing that moves on the earth which has life, I havand to every thing that moves on the earth which has life, I have e 
given every green plant for food"; and it was so.given every green plant for food"; and it was so.””

Genesis 1:30Genesis 1:30

““The fear of you and the terror of you will be on every beast of The fear of you and the terror of you will be on every beast of 
the earth and on every bird of the sky; with everything that the earth and on every bird of the sky; with everything that 
creeps on the ground, and all the fish of the sea, into your hancreeps on the ground, and all the fish of the sea, into your hand d 
they are given.  3 "Every moving thing that is alive shall be fothey are given.  3 "Every moving thing that is alive shall be food od 
for you; I give all to you, as I gave the green plant.for you; I give all to you, as I gave the green plant.”” Genesis 9:2Genesis 9:2--33

B. The Time Warp:  The B. The Time Warp:  The DayDay--AgeAge TheoryTheory

!! Six days of creation are not Six days of creation are not literal 24 hour daysliteral 24 hour days

!!

!!

B. The Time Warp:  The B. The Time Warp:  The DayDay--AgeAge TheoryTheory

!! Six days of creation are not Six days of creation are not literal 24 hour daysliteral 24 hour days

!! 2 Peter 3:82 Peter 3:8

!!

B. The Time Warp:  The B. The Time Warp:  The DayDay--AgeAge TheoryTheory

““But do not let this one fact escape your notice, beloved, But do not let this one fact escape your notice, beloved, 
that with the Lord one day is like a thousand years, and a that with the Lord one day is like a thousand years, and a 
thousand years like one day.thousand years like one day.””

2 Peter 3:82 Peter 3:8--99

B. The Time Warp:  The DayB. The Time Warp:  The Day--Age TheoryAge Theory
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““But do not let this one fact escape your notice, beloved, But do not let this one fact escape your notice, beloved, 
that with the Lord one day is like a thousand years, and a that with the Lord one day is like a thousand years, and a 
thousand years like one day. thousand years like one day. 
The Lord is not slow about His promise, as some count The Lord is not slow about His promise, as some count 
slowness, but is patient toward you, not wishing for any slowness, but is patient toward you, not wishing for any 
to perish but for all to come to repentance.to perish but for all to come to repentance.””

2 Peter 3:82 Peter 3:8--99

B. The Time Warp:  The DayB. The Time Warp:  The Day--Age TheoryAge Theory

!! Six days of creation are not Six days of creation are not literal 24 hour daysliteral 24 hour days

!! 2 Peter 3:82 Peter 3:8

!! ““The impatience of human expectations.The impatience of human expectations.””

B. The Time Warp:  The B. The Time Warp:  The DayDay--AgeAge TheoryTheory

B. The Time Warp:  The DayB. The Time Warp:  The Day--Age TheoryAge Theory

“YOM--DAY”

B. The Time Warp:  The DayB. The Time Warp:  The Day--Age TheoryAge Theory

“YOM”
afternoon*(1), age(8), age*(1), all(1), always*(14), amount*(2),afternoon*(1), age(8), age*(1), all(1), always*(14), amount*(2), battle(1), battle(1), 
birthday*(1), Chronicles*(38), completely*(1), continually*(14),birthday*(1), Chronicles*(38), completely*(1), continually*(14), course*(1), course*(1), 
daily(22), daily the days(1), day(1115), day of the days(1), daydaily(22), daily the days(1), day(1115), day of the days(1), day that the that the 
period(1), day's(6), day's every day(1), daylight*(1), days(635)period(1), day's(6), day's every day(1), daylight*(1), days(635), days on the , days on the 
day(1), days to day(1), days you shall daily(1), days ago(1), daday(1), days to day(1), days you shall daily(1), days ago(1), days'(11), ys'(11), 
each(1), each day(4), entire(2), eternity(1), evening*(1), ever each(1), each day(4), entire(2), eternity(1), evening*(1), ever in your in your 
life*(1), every day(2), fate(1), first(5), forever*(11), foreverlife*(1), every day(2), fate(1), first(5), forever*(11), forevermore*(1), full(5), more*(1), full(5), 
full year(1), future*(1), holiday*(3), later*(2), length(1), liffull year(1), future*(1), holiday*(3), later*(2), length(1), life(12), life*(1), e(12), life*(1), 
lifetime(2), lifetime*(1), live(1), long(2), long as i live(1), lifetime(2), lifetime*(1), live(1), long(2), long as i live(1), long*(11), long*(11), 
midday*(1), now(5), older*(1), once(2), period(3), perpetually*(midday*(1), now(5), older*(1), once(2), period(3), perpetually*(2), 2), 
present(1), recently(1), reigns(1), ripe*(1), shortpresent(1), recently(1), reigns(1), ripe*(1), short--lived*(1), so long*(1), lived*(1), so long*(1), 
some time(1), survived*(2), time(45), time*(1), times*(2), todaysome time(1), survived*(2), time(45), time*(1), times*(2), today(172), (172), 
today*(1), usual(1), very old*(1), when(10), when the days(1), wtoday*(1), usual(1), very old*(1), when(10), when the days(1), whenever(1), henever(1), 
while(3), whole(2), year(10), yearly(5), years(13), yesterday*(1while(3), whole(2), year(10), yearly(5), years(13), yesterday*(1).).

““YOMYOM”” VS VS ““OLAMOLAM””
B. The Time Warp:  The DayB. The Time Warp:  The Day--Age TheoryAge Theory

Meaning: long duration, antiquity, futurity
Usage: ages(1), all successive(1), always(1), ancient(13), ancieUsage: ages(1), all successive(1), always(1), ancient(13), ancient times(3), nt times(3), 
continual(1), days of old(1), eternal(2), eternity(3), ever(10),continual(1), days of old(1), eternal(2), eternity(3), ever(10), Everlasting(2), Everlasting(2), 
everlasting(110), forever(136), forever and ever(1), forever*(70everlasting(110), forever(136), forever and ever(1), forever*(70), ), 
forevermore*(1), lasting(1), long(2), long ago(3), long past(1),forevermore*(1), lasting(1), long(2), long ago(3), long past(1), long time(3), long time(3), 
never*(17), old(11), permanent(10), permanently(1), perpetual(29never*(17), old(11), permanent(10), permanently(1), perpetual(29), ), 
perpetually(1).perpetually(1).

And the evening and the morning wereAnd the evening and the morning were the first day.the first day.””
And the evening and the morning wereAnd the evening and the morning were the second day. the second day. 
And the evening and the morning wereAnd the evening and the morning were the third day.     the third day.     
And the evening and the morning wereAnd the evening and the morning were the fourth day.     the fourth day.     
And the evening and the morning wereAnd the evening and the morning were the fifth day.    the fifth day.    
And the evening and the morning wereAnd the evening and the morning were the sixth day.the sixth day.

B. The Time Warp:  The DayB. The Time Warp:  The Day--Age TheoryAge Theory
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““Jesus answered,  Jesus answered,  ‘‘Are there not twelve hours in the day? Are there not twelve hours in the day? 
If anyone walks in the day, he does not stumble, because If anyone walks in the day, he does not stumble, because 
he sees the light of this world.   But if anyone walks in he sees the light of this world.   But if anyone walks in 
the night, he stumbles, because the light is not in him.the night, he stumbles, because the light is not in him.’’"  "  

John 11:9John 11:9

B. The Time Warp:  The DayB. The Time Warp:  The Day--Age TheoryAge Theory C. C. Genealogical GapGenealogical Gap TheoryTheory

!!

!!

C. C. Genealogical GapGenealogical Gap TheoryTheory

!! Gaps in the Genealogical Record of Gaps in the Genealogical Record of Genesis 5Genesis 5

!!

C. C. Genealogical GapGenealogical Gap TheoryTheory

!! Gaps in the Genealogical Record of Gaps in the Genealogical Record of Genesis 5Genesis 5

!! Great pains are taken to record the Great pains are taken to record the birth and birth and 
deathdeath of each personof each person

C. Genealogical Gap TheoryC. Genealogical Gap Theory
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D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture

!!

!!

!!

D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture

!! GodGod’’s method of telling us thats method of telling us that ““He createdHe created””

!!

!!

D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture

!! GodGod’’s method of telling us thats method of telling us that ““He createdHe created””

!! If allegorical or myth then it serves noIf allegorical or myth then it serves no
purposepurpose and God has and God has deceiveddeceived us!us!

!!
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11——LightLight

D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture

11——LightLight
22——Waters/atmosphereWaters/atmosphere

D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture

11——LightLight
22——Waters/atmosphereWaters/atmosphere
33——Land, PlantsLand, Plants

D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture

11——LightLight 44——Sun, Moon, StarsSun, Moon, Stars
22——Waters/atmosphereWaters/atmosphere
33——Land, PlantsLand, Plants

D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture

11——LightLight 44——Sun, Moon, StarsSun, Moon, Stars
22——Waters/atmosphereWaters/atmosphere 55——Fish & BirdsFish & Birds
33——Land, PlantsLand, Plants

D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture

11——LightLight 44——Sun, Moon, StarsSun, Moon, Stars
22——Waters/atmosphereWaters/atmosphere 55——Fish & BirdsFish & Birds
33——Land, PlantsLand, Plants 66——Animals & ManAnimals & Man

D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture
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D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture

!! GodGod’’s method of telling us thats method of telling us that ““He createdHe created””

!! If allegorical or myth then it serves noIf allegorical or myth then it serves no
purposepurpose and God has and God has deceiveddeceived us!us!

!! If allegorical  where do we transition to If allegorical  where do we transition to 
historical facthistorical fact? ? 

"For in "For in six dayssix days the LORD made the heavens and the the LORD made the heavens and the 
earth, the sea and all that is in them, and rested on the earth, the sea and all that is in them, and rested on the 
seventh day; therefore the LORD blessed the seventh day; therefore the LORD blessed the sabbathsabbath
day and made it holy.day and made it holy.””

Exodus 20:11 Exodus 20:11 

D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture

"Therefore I speak to them in parables; because while seeing "Therefore I speak to them in parables; because while seeing 
they do not see, and while hearing they do not hear, nor do theythey do not see, and while hearing they do not hear, nor do they
understand.  "In their case the prophecy of Isaiah is being understand.  "In their case the prophecy of Isaiah is being 
fulfilled, which says, 'you will keep on hearing, but will not fulfilled, which says, 'you will keep on hearing, but will not 
understand; you will keep on seeing, but will not perceive;  forunderstand; you will keep on seeing, but will not perceive;  for
the heart of this people has become dull, with their ears they the heart of this people has become dull, with their ears they 
scarcely hear, and they have closed their eyes, otherwise they scarcely hear, and they have closed their eyes, otherwise they 
would see with their eyes, hear with their ears, and understand would see with their eyes, hear with their ears, and understand 
with their heart and return, and I would heal them.with their heart and return, and I would heal them.””

Matthew 13:13Matthew 13:13

D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture

““For it is written that Abraham had two sons, one by the For it is written that Abraham had two sons, one by the 
bondwoman and one by the free woman. But the son by the bondwoman and one by the free woman. But the son by the 
bondwoman was born according to the flesh, and the son by the bondwoman was born according to the flesh, and the son by the 
free woman through the promise.  This is free woman through the promise.  This is allegorically allegorically speaking: speaking: 
for these women are two covenants, one proceeding from for these women are two covenants, one proceeding from 
Mount Sinai bearing children who are to be slaves; she is Mount Sinai bearing children who are to be slaves; she is 
Hagar. Now this Hagar is Mount Sinai in Arabia, and Hagar. Now this Hagar is Mount Sinai in Arabia, and 
corresponds to the present Jerusalem, for she is in slavery withcorresponds to the present Jerusalem, for she is in slavery with
her children. But the Jerusalem above is free; she is our her children. But the Jerusalem above is free; she is our 
mother.mother.”” Galatians 4:22Galatians 4:22

D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture

““And His disciples came to Him and said, And His disciples came to Him and said, ‘‘Explain Explain to us the to us the 
parable of the tares of the field.parable of the tares of the field.’”’”

Matthew 13:36Matthew 13:36

D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture

““No one has seen God at any time; the only No one has seen God at any time; the only 
begotten God who is in the bosom of the Father, begotten God who is in the bosom of the Father, 
He has He has explainedexplained Him.Him.””

John 1:18John 1:18

D. Allegoric Nature of ScriptureD. Allegoric Nature of Scripture
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““The starting point for The starting point for 
Christianity is not Matthew 1:1, Christianity is not Matthew 1:1, 
but Genesis 1:1.  Tamper with but Genesis 1:1.  Tamper with 
the Book of Genesis and you the Book of Genesis and you 
undermine the very foundation undermine the very foundation 
of Christianity. You cannot treat of Christianity. You cannot treat 
Genesis 1 as a fable or a mere Genesis 1 as a fable or a mere 
poetic saga without severe poetic saga without severe 
implications on the rest of implications on the rest of 
ScriptureScripture……If the starting point If the starting point 
is wrong, then the Bible is built is wrong, then the Bible is built 
on a foundation of falsehood.on a foundation of falsehood.””

John MacArthurJohn MacArthur

Coming Attractions!Coming Attractions!

The FloodThe Flood


